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2012
ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR

Time Allotted : 3 Hours Full Marks : 70

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words

as far as practicable.

GROUP – A

( Multiple Choice Type Questions )

1. Choose the correct alternatives for the following : 10  1 = 10

i) The second stage in group formation is

a) forming b) norming

c) storming d) performing.

ii) Which of the following is not necessarily a component

of attitude ?

a) Affective b) Reflective

c) Cognitive d) Behavioural.
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iii) Who postulated the Two-Factor Theory of motivation ?

a) Maslow b) McGregor

c) McClelland d) Herzberg.

iv) What is primarily responsible for development of

personality ?

a) Heredity of an individual

b) Environment

c) Both (a) and (b)

d) Situation.

v) Which is the instrumentality part in Vroom's expectancy

model ?

a) Result-feedback relation

b) Effort performance relation

c) performance - reward relation

d) none of these.

vi) Kurt Lewin's model is concerned with

a) organizational change

b) organizational behaviour

c) organizational conflict

d) all of these.

vii) Organizational Development ( OD ) comprises a series

of interventions which are

a) organisation wide

b) continuous and planned

c) managed from top

d) all of these.
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viii) Theory of “attribution” mentions three criteria for

evaluation of one's behaviour by another person. Which

one of the following is not amongst these three ?

a) Consistency b) Consensus

c) Context d) Distinctiveness.

ix) Perceptual organization is based on which of the

following principles ?

a) Continuity b) Closure

c) Proximity d) All of these.

x) The team where the members are from different

functional areas, is known as

a) cross functional team

b) high performance team

c) virtual team

d) none of these.

GROUP – B

( Short Answer Type Questions )
Write short notes on any three of the following. 3  5 = 15

2. Big five model of personality.

3. Need hierarchy theory.

4. Cognitive Dissonance theory.

5. Group development stages.

6. Transactional analysis.
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GROUP – C

( Long Answer Type Questions )

Answer any three of the following. 3  15 = 45

7. What is personality ?  Why knowledge of personality is

important in the professional world ?  What do you

understand by self monitoring and Narcissist personality ?

Write a note on personality types A and B. 3 + 2 + 5 + 5

8. What is Motivation ?  What are the factors that motivate

people at work ?  Elaborate on any one motivational theory.

9. What is organizational conflict ?  What are the levels of

organizational conflict ?  What are the coping modes that

people adopt during a conflict situation ?  Write a note on

the importance of counseling in handling employee conflict.

2 + 4 + 5 + 4

10. What do you understand by team development ?  How does

a group differ from another group ?  What are the types of

groups found in organization ? 3 + 5 + 7

11. What is the essence of the situational theories of leadership ?

Explain any one situational theory of leadership. Explain

different styles of leadership. 3 + 5 + 7
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